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ness
So far the syndrome
can only be identified by
its symptoms
Around the nose of
infected bats are series of small white spots that
are characteristic to the syndrome In addition bats
are being prematurely awoken from their winter
hibernation
The natural instinct of the bats it to forage for
food but they are finding that their traditional food
of insects have not yet recovered their populations
from the winter The result is thousands of hungry
bats unable to find replenish the fat they lost during
their hibernation Many bats have been seen hud
dling around homes for warmth or even worse
drome
Although bats are not quite as
for extinction as something like
are still vital part of the
Northeast They are important in
populations down during the Sp
months They are also marvel
the only mammals able to taki
periods of time It would
these iconic and impressive
recover from this devastating
Almost everybody is familiar with some of
the crazy things that go on in Wal-Mart It seems
like every week there is new YouTube video
about somebody getting trampled arrested for
shoplifting or some other Wal-Mart related inci
dent Although the Wal-Mart shopper is usually
the victim in these cases the tables may have
turned do to recent events
Flagler Productions which has been the
company in charge of Wal-Marts security cam
eras for almost 30 years has recently made its
footage of daily life at Wal-Mart public
Although first reaction would seem to be that the
public can now see the ridiculous things
done by
customers it is apparently the footage of Wal
Mart employees that has raised the most eye
brows
Reports have stated that there is range of
candid video now available including footage of
male store managers parading around the store in
drag The price for viewing material of this qual
ity is not cheap at this time as Flagler is charg
ing $250 an hour to review the footage
The footage was first made public after
lawyer came across it when looking into
faulty gas can sold at Wal-Mart In the
was investigating Wal-Mart gas
exploded causing severe bums to
Upon looking at the footage she found
Wal-Mart employees ir
intended of the incident by
out mock scenarios of what happened
Previously Wiii-Mart had refused
thousands of hours of footage from
was charging $145 million for the archive
point time will only tell what other glimpses
surface from the wonderful world of Wal-Mart
Never have designated driver for that party or
just think youre good drunk driver but afraid of
those pesky du.i.s
Youre now in luck Antipoleez mints are designed
to cover up the smell of alcohol tobacco and any other
food that makes your breath stink The brainchild of
Swedish confectionary company the website warns
you to not drink and drive but the name seems to say
bit more
Unlike your ordinary breath refresher Antipoleez
doesnt leave harsh minty odor in your mouth it
eliminates whatever made your breath nasty and leaves
no scent behind The secret to Antipoleezs technology
is the unique combination of components work to
increase the consumption of breath producing mole
cules by the epithelium of the mucous coat of the upper
respirt resulting in clean fresh breath
fling combination the cops
will never
few beers well unless youre slur
an open bottle in your
Left testimonial on the site
out everything the smell of
by stronger smell and flavor
tate AntiPoleez is one hell of
ii fell in love with its great
is that get back my normal
have had considerable amount of
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Mysterious Illness Wiping Out Bats in Northeast
States
By TYLER PECKIIAM
News Editor
Thousands of bats across the Northeast of the finding their lifeless bodies
United States are being killed off by mysterious At this point many
illness The disease is marked by what appears to be hope for the bats is for them to de
white fungus on the nose although scientist hesi- ty to the syndrome How long it takes For
tate to classify it even as fungus and it is only nity to develop and what
the final toll ill he onl
identified under the moniker of white nose syn- populations of bats are questions that are yet to
drome The disease remains largely mystery so answered
far and there have been few answers of how to pre- The exact cause of the syndrome
is undiscov
vent the syndrome which
ered at this time hut
has killed oft thousands of point
to human
bats ictions as possibility
Did it spread9 don perchance
this was
know because we dont mehow involved with
know what it is said te spread of insects
government
due to global warming
Susie von Oettingen in an
or the use of pesticides
interview with the BBC iats possibility said
Her and other researchers Oettingen who is spe
are coming up short on
cialist in endangered
answers for the new ill- species
Already endan
gered species such as
the
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Yellow Dress
Continuedfrom page
Continuedfrom page
think about how you like to work and pin- to the job you are hoping for For example ifthey search for your name
After the play was over Denise
point what you still need to learn Pay Attention to Deadlines and and see all of the pictures of you trashed
returned to the stage to have live discus
Hunt for Opportunities Apply As Soon As Possible at the bar last weekend they may not take
sion with the audience about abusive rela
Ask the professors in your department Many internships must be applied to you seriously when considering your tionships
She challenged the audience to
of interest if they can suggest any compa- months in advance Find out if there is application for their job Think about the point
out the warning signs in Annas story
nies or people whom you should work deadline for the position you want and comments on your page your profile and
and inquired what the audience might do in
with Can they suggest any websites you apply on time Even if you are well ahead the pictures linked to your name Clean
the situation of an abusive relationship that
can research Job databases Go to the of deadline show interest Ask for an all of this up and consider making your may
be occurring in their lives whether it be
Career Center and ask them if they know informational interview Find out what page private as well if necessary
with themselves personally or with
of any openings Also research your they expect from an employee Then keep The Interview Process
friend She presented the audience with
career online Who is the best to work for in contact with your interviewer up until Think about what questions you may
available resources and tools to help those
in your field List those as your top the deadline approaches Send examples need to answer at your interview What
that may be stuck in an abusive relationship
choice for an internship and also include of your work to them and professionally qualities or skills can you offer as an
Counseling was also available to those who
some second and third categories of express interest employee Why are you certain that this
felt that they needed someone to talk to after
choice An internship that teaches you Apply For the Position is the right position for you What do you seeing
this emotional drama
valuable skills at less-known company Like applying for any job the employ- hope to learn and from whom Maintain
The Yellow Dress is wonderful way of
will still be beneficial Dont be afraid to er will expect resume cover letter and eye contact professional attitude sharp teaching
women and men alike about the
hunt for someone who is successful and references If it is applicable send or appropriate dress and confidence dangers
of domestic abuse The actresss
ask if you can shadow him or her in order make reference to website in which they Follow Up
conversation with the audience brings this
to learn may view your work Creating resume Some companies will hire you simply
issue to light on much more personal level
Research website will give you an edge against because you want the job more than any-
It is wonderful message to present to col
When you find company you are other students who have not yet accom- one else Express interest without being lege
students because the story closely
interested in read everything you can plished this lt is beneficial to get this cheerleader of the company Send fol-
relates to many college relationship scenar
about it Who is in charge what do they done prior to application low-up email after the interview
ios The disturbing and abrupt end to this
do What is the companys mission state- Also see if you can discover who is in Maintain contact as much as possible and
once loving relationship between two col
ment Do they have job postings listed charge of what you want to do Try to be persistent You may have to follow up lege
students really makes the audience
for interns What do they look for in contact them and express your interest more than once in order to gain feedback
think about abusive relationships in much
employees Learn everything you can Beware of Facebook and MySpace Good Luck
different light After all it can happen to
online before you apply Think about Employers are increasingly aware of anyone
This is one of the biggest messages
whether or not you have skills that pertain online networking and this can hurt you
that The Yellow Dress wants to get across to
its audience
Remember When.
By ELIShA PETERSON
Staff Writer
Hey Setiors Its almost that time to get that diploma and graduate from Arcadia University Before you take that
TMIIRIR
DLOU
Its All Coming to an End
By KAT NOCKETT
Staff Writer
So there is only about weeks left in the
semester even less by the time you all are reading
this article and think can speak for most of us
cant wait for this academic year to be over For
those freshmen who are amazed in the fact that
you have just completed your first year in college
For those seniors who are about to enter the real
world in matter of weeks and are scared poopless
Ive been told cant curse anymore Of course
Juniors myself included who havent grasped yet
that we are signing up for our final fall semester
here at Arcadia. that this time next year we will
be those crazy seniors you see running around like
their heads have been chopped off freaking out
about thesis and hoping they have met all the
requirements to graduate Oh and you sophomore
are kinda stuck in this limbo right now so theres
not lot to say about you all Just relish in the fact
you dont have to worry about all this stuff for
another two years or so
Its funny how we all cant wait to get back to
Arcadia to get back to the freedom of our own
schedule our own living space but then as soon as
we are here we want to return home immediately
because we realize with the perks of these free
doms comes the college work that we all hate Plus
the fact that is rains on the campus day in and day
out.. sometimes feel like we are in constant
monsoon season that covers just the Glenside area
Also god bless those people who try so hard to gŁt
students to come to these events on campus we all
know this is suitcase school but they really are
trying to get us to stay even though its pretty much
impossible since most of you like about 30 min
utes away It really is double edge sword this col
lege thing all know is is that it goes by way too
quickly and we all will miss is desperately when
its gone
extraordinary step take minute or two and reflect on the good memories Think back on how it all began whether you
transferred in or you were here from the beginning you must have one good memory Sure your memories may not be the
same as someone elses but you do share something in common memories
Here are few good and humorous memories that you may relate to from your time at Arcadia Lets take trip back
down memory lane Remember this
Freebies
Remember when you first came to Arcadia you were given the infamous black t-shirts with Arcadias name on it You
thought you were special because you got free tee and that you were exclusive or something Little did you know at the
time EVERYBODY gets that shirt yearly Youd walk around campus with your shirt on thinking look at me this shirts
collectors edition shirt Yeah and so did the rest of the campus population But wearing the shirt was bin time while it
lasted Theres nothing like freebie from Arcadia
Halt....Stop
Remember by your second or third semester youd go online to check your grades and theres this obnoxious stop sign
telling you Youre on stop list you cannot view your grades Say what You soon are told that you have hold on your
account and youve got to cough up couple of dollars in order to lift the hold You want to do all you can to get the hold
off so that the annoying stop sign can cease blinking at you as soon as you log on Some find the stop sign amusing its like
you log on and its as if giant hand has crept on the screen and tells you to STOP The stop sign was most definitely show
stopper stopping you from viewing very important grades from professors Who can forget the stop sign
Get Out of Town
If you were an out of towner going to school here it must have been tough figuring out the area Youre told that where
Arcadia is its considered Glenside Then all of sudden you walk down the road towards the Walmart and now youre in
Philadelphia It must have been weird for you because it was weird from me and Im from Philly Remember when you and
bunch of your out of town friends as well decide to go into the city and head to the ever so popular South Street or
wherever your hearts desire and you pray you can survive the rough Philly streets You hopped on the train at Glenside sta
tion and got off at Market Street You roamed the dangerous streets and you lived to tell others Great job Theres nothing
like day trip to the city of brotherly love
Chit Chat
At some point in your time at Arcadia The Chat was the hot spot You and your peeps would head down to the chat
tery at random late hour and stuff your faces with grease At that time almost everything was on meal exchange from
cheese steaks to popcorn chicken and the OTHER fries they used to have The good old days Some nights youd go and
the line would be extra long surely you didnt think you were the only hungry college student on campus Admit youll miss
the chat and the chat will miss you
World Traveler
Some may say the best part/memory of Arcadia is traveling abroad Either you studied in another country or you just
went for Spring Preview If you didnt get the chance to go anywhere while at Arcadia surely you heard the stories of how
awesome it was From London to Spain Scotland or Australia you went somewhere The cultural experience and the
scenery had to be mind-blowing Especially if you hadnt been out of the country before Arcadia it must have been quite
journey Going abroad was an opportunity to show that there is something on the other side of where you are there is more
to see to capture and hold on to the memory
Hopefully some of these memorable moments you could relate to Certainly there are dozens of memories everyone
has that were special Its just nice to take look back in time and remember Remember the good times the funny moments
you shared with people As you go about the last few weeks of your time at Arcadia take moment and reflect
Congratulations to the class of 2008 And dont forget to remember when
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Kiss Me Twice Im Bisexual
By MADDY ERENER defining themselves in normal opposition jokes intolerance of the coming out bisexuals are considered to have freer
Contributor to the homosexual other and when it process and wide array of negative range of choices in which ones personal-
What have you heard about bisexuals
comes to bisexuals both hetero- and stereotypes One of the most common ity and other physical qualities are more
Have you heard that they are greedy
homosexuals can feel little more normal stereotes seems to be that bisexuals are important than what genitals they have
Undecided Playing the field by demonizing
those who date in both greedy This concept is based in the idea However this more flexible approach
worlds Members of the homosexual that because bisexual person is attracted threatens our cultures typically closed-offPromiscuous Or perhaps just downright
dirty Our society has deeply rooted
community often accuse bisexuals of to members of both sexes it is assumed uncompromising way of thinking about
need to place tidily categorized labels
being actually gay but tiying to fit in with that they are attracted to all members of sexuality
upon individuals and the meticulous label-
the straight world whereas those in the both sexes However one must keep in Because of the enormous pressure to
ing of sexual attraction is no exception
heterosexual community accuse them of mind that that is not true of any other on- chose distinct side coming out as
Americans seem so obsessed with strictly
being confused unable to choose closeted entation and therefore cannot be assumed bisexual is tricky often greatly misun
categorizing the straight versus the gays
who are just kidding themselves In of bisexuality straight person for exam- derstood issue When person comes out
gay that when something or more reality true bisexual is none of the above ple while attracted to members of the as gay they are able to explain that they
specifically someone does not fit precise-
Many fail to realize that bisexuality is opposite sex does not inherently desire to are only attracted to members of their own
ly into either category people tend to get
not just the gray area between gay arid sleep with every member of the opposite sex Bisexuals however have the intri
little squeamish This is probably why
straight but that it is in fact fully valid sex The straight person has qualities in cate task of explaining that sex is simply
bisexuality is so widely misunderstood
life style in and of itself If Dr Alfred mind that they find attractive in members not an issue or at least much more minor
However despite social attempts to write Kinseys
scale is to be believed not only of the opposite sex whereas bisexual factor in choosing who to date If we as
bisexuality off as just phase there
are there distinct points of hetero- and person has qualities in mind that they find society could just learn to abandon our
remain significant number of people who homosexuality
but there are also several attractive in more than one of the sexes desperate cilokehold upon orientation
hold fast to their identity as truly bisexual
definable points in between which eneom- simple as that Everyone goes into the labels lot more people would feel free to
The socially constructed definition of pass
attractions to both the same and oppo- dating world with list of criteria in his or explore the gradients of their own sexual
bisexuality is one of indecision infidelity
site sexes with distinctly bisexual central her mind that another person must meet in spectrum Angelina Jolie described bisex
and untrustworthiness This dowght point Merriam-Websters Medical order to be deemed dateable For uality beautifully when she told an inter-
defamation is committed in order to make Dictionary
defines bisexual 4S being one straight person the primary criterion is viewer that she considered herself to be
monosexuals particularly heterosexuals
who is sexually oriented toward both member of the opposite sex for gay per- very sexual person who loves who she
feel more secure in the normalcy of their
sexes That is to say one who finds them- son member of the same sex However loves whatever sex they may be The
selves sexually attracted to both men and when bisexual person faces the same sit- persecution of the bisexual communityown sexual practices In order to establish
norm someone must be labeled as
women However in culture where the uation the sex of the prospective mate is needs to end It is time for bisexuality to
deviant When it comes to labels of sexu- nature
of single-sex attraction is often con- less important than certain other qualities come out of the closet and become more
ality it is those who do not subscribe to the
tfoversial enough the idea of dual-sex Bisexuals transcend the constraints of dat- widely understood new wave of sexual
confines of straight-dominated culture
attraction tends to conjure great deal of ing single sex and are thereby liberated liberation could be right in front of us if
fall pray to the branding of defiance
aggravation and misinterpretation from the common limitations of most peo- only we could all take the steps towards
Heterosexuals can feel comforted by
The lack of social comprehension of ples sexual preferences By not excluding freeing ourselves from the prison of labels
the world of bisexuality includes defaming half of the population in their dating pool
Summer Summer Summertime How Will You Unwind
By ELISHIA PETERSON
Staff Writer
Its time to put on some sun block grab your sunglasses and go on vacation
Summer is almost here and its destined to be hot one Many of us college kids have
had tough semesters and are in need of relaxing fun break So where are going to
vacation and how much is it going to cost you
Some of you may be on the college student almost broke status so you want to go
somewhere that you can not only afford but have great time as well
Read on and check out five cool clean and cheap summer vacation hot spots The
five places are simply suggestions but the deals are worth looking into Its about time
you sit back and unwind its the summertime
Yes vacation costs are on the rise With regular and unleaded
$3 gallon youre probably thinking Im not driv
ing anywhere gas is just too high Of course it
but that shouldnt stop you from enjoying yourself
you plan on going few places with friends
some money then you should be able to spl
costs betweeh each other so that it isnt so
on one person So where should you go
Beach You Can Reach
If you plan on not going too far this sumrn
you should definitely check out Rehoboth
Delaware Grab four or five friends and
where the cool ocean breeze is At the
Suites Hotel you can enjoy four
$143.10 Divide that
there shouldnt be anyi
stay at this hotel you ha
walk and ocean acti
Nearby there are
restaurants for you
Going The Iii
Lets
cling
ance it has an
ney parks You
Dorney Park Wildwater Kingdom located in Allentown Pennsylvania If you like
roller coasters water slides or playing the games to win big prizes then youd better
check out Domey Park Check ou their website youll see group sales and season pass
es deals The park opens in May so you have time to save good deal is $38.99 for the
summer season wi ncludes water park admission and access to all rides You have
to pay sepa od but with all the fun that youll have paying little extra for
food shouldii two great parks for the price of one
In
ping or tcc LU
lean reaso
od vc
to look into The New Jersey State uarmm
venture is just short ye away beach
of activities mclu ardwalk shop
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Summer is all about having fun fun in the sun
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Theater Review Waiting For Lefty
On Thursday April 10th ArcadiaYs prestigious theatre
department launched their final stage performance of the
school year Directed by Paul Meshejian the production
Waiting for Lefty is sure to be smash hit
Written in 1935 by playwright Clifford Odets
Waiting for Lefty made its first stage debut at the Civic
Repertory Theater on Manhattans 14th Street Composed
of seven different vignettes the production follows
group of New York cab drivers planning labor strike
amidst the Great Depression
Opening with the drivers discussing the possible
revolt union leader Harry Fall attempts to steer the men
away from this course of action accusing supporters of
being Reds Communists The men question the where
abouts of Lefty Costello their elected chairman In his
absence another taxi cab driver speaks up about the need
for change
The scene then shifts to the outspoken worker and his
wife discussing the strike one week prior to the meeting
The remainder of the play takes similarpattem flashing
to various scenes of injustice that all end up relating to the
initial meeting scene
Despite divergence in plot the vignettes piece togeth
er and imbue into the audience the overall need for revo
lution On its premiere in 1935 it is noted that the audi
ence was swept up in the actors performance landing
Odetss show theatrical notoriety for its rare and organic
convergence between the performers and the audience
Katie Hummer Senior Theatre Arts major and per
former in the play feels that Waiting for Lefty offers
valuable lesson for all people to leam
Looking beyond the basic plot of taxi cab agency
going on strike Hummer says The play is about the
By JENNIFER PHILHOWER
Contributor
struggles of the working class peo
pie Hummer continues As
as were no longer ir
Depression there are
struggling financially and otherw
It reminds people that they have
voice and right to be heard
it goes without saying the
Arcadia family is looking forward to attending play
Im very excited because we do have amazing seniors in
the theater department this year says Mama Fox who
will graduate this year holding BFA in Acting
She goes on to say Three of which and one hon
orary are involved in this show so it will be ffin to see
them in their final performances
Regarding the development of the performance Fox
said Ive actually seen parts of this show in class had
few years back so it will be interesting to see how its
played out in frill production The most interesting part
about it is in my class Marc Lombardo actually did the
same role he has in the show so it will be interesting to see
the growth and how different the characteris now than
what it was sophomore year
Beyond Hummer and Lombardo Fox was excited
about the actors performing in the show
know if not this year in fixture years many of the
actors in this show will go on to do great things Fox
says Imvery proud of them and Im glad that had the
chance to call them my classmates my colleagues and my
friends
Jennie Borger Senior graduating with degrees in both
Communications and Theatre Arts cannot believe that
Lefty will be her final Arcadia show
Im pretty much excited to see the
how she said Its kinda bittersweet but
Lefinitely fun We always put on great
What more this show represents
nificant bond that has developed
between Borger and her father
My father and have seen every
Arcadia show together says Borger Through this father
daughter tradition Mt Borger has become so enthralled
with the performances over the last four years that he has
even developed sense of favoritism towards certain
actors According to Borger Hell flip through the play
bill and ask is so-and-so in this play
For years Arcadias tremendous Theatre Arts pro
gram has provided students families and other avid fans
with an endless source of entertainment With its ability to
move audiences to tears and sorrow and joy and laughter
rest assured that the departments rendition of Waiting for
Lefty will prove itself to be notable and unforgettable
stage experience
The revolution is running for two weekends as it has
already made its mark on April 10th If you forgot to see
it during its premiere weekend make plans with friends
and family to witness the mastery of the young Arcadia
performers beginning Thursday April 17th at 800 p.m in
the Arcadia Theatre
The show also runs Friday evening at 800 p.m
includes two performances Saturday at 200 p.m and 800
p.m and wraps up Sunday with two performances at the
same afternoon and evening times
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By MAYA STEWART
Associate Editor
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He Said She Said The Towers Record Review Column
Spoon-Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga
By JACOB SCALICI
Entertainment Editor
Hot Chip-Made in the Dark
By KAITLYN FOTI
Editor-in-Chief
Ted Leo the
The Black Keys-Attack and
Release
He Said For their sixth record
Texas indie guys Spoon keep
their old sound but move into
some uncharted territory while
doing so Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga may
not be as dark and angular as pre
vious Spoon releases but that
doesnt mean it lacks in any area
The albums opener Dont Make
Me Target is the minimalistic
Spoon that pushed the band to
where they are now but Ga Ga
Ga Ga Ga strays away from that
blueprint quickly after The
Ghost of You Lingers is an
atmospheric haunt that needs to
be heard in headphones and
You Got Yr Cherry Bomb is
full of keys and horns that give it
60s pop feel Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga
seems to be the next chapter in
Spoons sound but one thing is
for sure this album will leave you
little marble-mouthed in good
way
5/5
He Said If there is one album
that can be called danceable its
Made in the Dark The third
release from British electro-rock
band Hot Chip has little bit of
techno and tons of soul the result
is an album that thumps the
speakers but in the least generic
way possible Whether it be the
club sounds of the albums open
ing tracks or the RB of the lat
ter tracks theres something on
Made in The Dark for everyone
Songs like Shake Fist and
Made in the Dark are polarized
but through their differences the
genius of Hot Chip comes to the
forefront
3.5/5
He Said With all the neo-punk
direction of their debut album
and little more Joe Jackson
Hearts of Oak may be Ted Leo
the Pharmacists most cohesive
album Leos brash whirlwind
guitar work and relentless voice
are the focus of Hearts of Oak as
the Pharmacists play skeleton
keeping the songs in time and in
check Whether it is the bounc
ing rhythm of Where Have all
the Rude Boys Gone or the
unmistakable opening riff to
High Party Hearts of Oak has
something that anyone can get
into well written songs and real
deal energy
4/5
He Said The Black Keys for
years were l1are bones blues
rock duo but with Attack and
Release they find new sound
with the help of friend Attack
and Release is inherently the
blues Lies and Remember
When Side show that but the
rest of the album pushes in to dif
ferent terrain thanks to produc
er/collaborator Danger Mouse
The opening track All You Ever
Wanted is folky and funky with
Danger Mouses triphop beats
and the fuzz effects of Strange
Times could be borrowed from
Queens of the Stone
Anyway you slice it
IRelease is The Black Ke
with little extra
for flavor
She Said Despite good deal of
critical success Spoon has
remained has managed to avoid
the pitfalls of indie-rock fame
The formula generally consists of
formerly underground band sur
facing for brief time to bask in
the spotlight and then losing the
sound that got them there in favor
of something little more com
mercial On their sixth album Ga
Ga Ga Ga Ga Spoon not only
eludes the stereotype musically
but criticizes it lyrically In Finer
Feelings the band chronicles the
thin line between succeeding and
selling out The band stays safely
on the right side of that line with
songs like the bluesy syncopated
Dont Make Me Target and
the edgy and name-appropriate
Rhythm Soul Ga Ga Ga Ga
Ga is well rounded and inventive
Despite the albums childish title
Spoon continues to come out
with mature and fine-tuned indie
She Said Take UK garage
found sounds roaring synths
hip-hop and afro-beat put it in
food processor and youll get
sloppy but tasty treat much like
Hot Chips Made in the Dark
Switching from songs to which
you cant resist dancing to slow
hissing numbers like Were
Looking for Lot of Love the
album has split personalities but
that just makes it more fun
wouldnt call it great but would
call it charming Made in the
Dark just has something you just
cant figure out what it is through
all the schizophrenia
3/5
She Said If youre going to get
into Ted Leo the Pharmacists
and recommend you do this is
the place to start Hearts of Oak is
not only the album that gained
acclaim for Leos trio but it is
also the album that contains
many of the fan favorite neo
punk anthems that are surefire
crowd pleasers at every show As
one of R5s favorite and frequent
performers anyone in on the
Philly music scene should be
familiar with this modem classic
The voice of the veteran front
man is instantly recognizable as
he switches from gravelly vocals
in Ballad of the Sin Eater
falsetto of Im Ghost
soulful
High Party
melodies outrank ar
Pharmacists have the preser
to the perfect album
She Said The Black Keys have
perfected their own brand
garage blues minimalism
material that they worked on
the late Ike Turner Attack and
Release is the most inter
esting album thus
new album the duo takes
trademark sound and
expands it mixing in sounds
psychedelic and folk rock The
highlight of the album is Same
Old Thing which is anything
but what the title suggests Gritty
and interesting but occasionally
overly ambitious Attack and
Release is another addition to the
already excellent Black Keys
discography
The Tower Arca
rock
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writers feel the need to shut down our favorite
.V season The answer is lousy cents Yes they
vanted cent increase in their pay With shows
oing on DVD people are able to buy their favorite
pisodes even whole seasons Writers simply want
part of the share It was only fair If it were not
for the writers we would never have the shows we
ove so dearly The plotlines that blow us away each
veek The problem was that producers found this
vhole DVD process bit too new to make any
financial changes Sticking to their stance they pro-
Tided an opportunity for writers to show that they
were more man just peopie in me oacgrouno
Hence the writers did not get what they asked for
They in return stopped writing and we lost wha
could have been great season for television
Not to say that it was total loss between Th
Hills viewers were semi-stimulat
our IQ for an hour
so must say tha
if it were not fo
Americas Nex
Best Dance Creu
and the victory
Jabbawockis
roommates and
might have lost it
Thankfully thougi
MTV and realit3
television had ou
And now th
we loya
viewers hav
atiently waite
for Our shows an
finally comin
back This Apri
television is gettin
back to what it
meant to do
ntertain its audi
ence The network
have already start
ed taunting us witl
previews and corn
mercials Giving
taste of whats
come And mos
likely trying to win us back with the promise
crazy plotlines and drama to the extreme What wa
most rewarding throughout this whole ordeal wa
finding that in the end you really dont know wha
you have until its gone Some may take televisioi
for granted but as an obsessed fan of shows uk
Lostin which am usually lost and Greys no
know what it would be like if these shows were no
around These past months have forced me to han
in my work on time and denied me an escape fror
everyday responsibilities Giving me newfoun
appreciation for those who make my procrastinatin
abilities possible
What You Should Be Listening To
Eric Hutchinson
By JOLYNNE IIOLLOMAN
Associate Editor
You may not have noticed him as he crisscrosses the country
headlining small lounges and opening for larger flames such as
OneRepublic but acoustic-pop musician Eric Hutchinson is well-
worth chance His first album That Could Have Gone Better fea
tures only seven tracks including Rock and Roll which appears on
his sophomore record as well as his latest endeavor Sounds Like This
Released in the fall of 2007 Sounds Like This is making waves on
iTunes and Hutchinson is slowly gaining following The ten tracks
fit perfectly together leaving you with the satisfaction of folk-pop
beat that you will not quickly forget
While downloading the album may be the easiest option the best
way to enjoy Hutchinsons unique instrumentals is to catch one of his
many shows live With many of them being less than $20 hs been
doing mostly opening acts the performance is well worth the time
and money Hutchinson is constantly involved with his audience beg
ging them to clap along as if they really knew who he was During
his local appearance at the Trocadero Theatre in Philadelphia he joked
about the similarities among songs appearing on Justin Timberlakes
latest album while treating the crowd to short snippets of his own ver
sions of the pop hits
His sense of humor is huge part of his crowd appeal beyond his
stage presence his antics make their way onto his album Opening
with soulful crooning Outside Villanova retells story about
night with college coed and their night together Food Chains
upbeat percussion creates melodic line that you cant help but sing
along to as he sings about the classification of those who are in the dat
ing world
While you may have never heard of him his latest album is well
worth the $7.99 on iTunes during the show he jokingly the
audience to text one friend and encourage them to get ti stat
ing he needed way to buy lunch day
Americana artist Eric Hutchinsons
percussion instrumentals and won
success comet
with
T.V.s Hiatus Ends
By JESS BROWN
Staff Writer
It was in late winter of last year when tragic
wents took place Writers throughout Hollywood
inally had enough and did
vent on strike
issumed that
hey
4c
vere f.
nake it or who on Lost
vas to be killed off next
question on every
mes mind was for what
Why did so many talent-
Tnesthiv Am-il 15 2008ENTERINMENTrCa1afl1VerSIty
Jude Law slice ot pie and SCOOP 011CC cream
By HUNTER HOLLIS In his film My Blueberry Nights Wong Kar-Wai offers
Staff Writer combination any girl would be happy with KarWai
introduces story of woman who takes the long
oute instead of the short one to meet up with the man she loves and reiterates the
astiness of blueberry pie My Blueberry Nights was the opening film at the Cannes
ilmFestival on May 16 2007 and it was released in limited theatres in the United
States on April 2008
Elizabeth Norah Jones girl who lives in New York City just went
rough breakup with her boyfriend She finds comfort in the company of bartender
tamed Jeremy Jude Law who she shares dessert and conversation with on regular
asis Her new friendship leads Elizabeth to soul search while traveling the country
nd waitressing at different restaurants During her travels Elizabeth meets people who
ielp change her life She meets dysfunctional alcoholic couple Sue Lynne Rachel
Weisz and Arnie David Strathaim and card shark named Leslie Natalie Portman
The film was directed produced and written by Wong Kar-Wai from Hong
cong Kar-Wai has directed ten feature films five of which have won awards Kar-Wai
ilso won the award for best director at the Cannes film festival in 1997 for him movie
appy Together The screenplay for My Blueberry Nights was written by Lawrence
3lock
My Blueberry Nights stars Norah Jones in her debut role While Jones was the
nly actress considered for this role she could have easily been replaced Her perform
nce was less than impressive and her voice left some viewers asking Is that Norah
ones..like the singer Jude Law gave his usual enchanting performance as charm
ing man who sweeps girl off of her feet However in this movie Law straddles the
creepy line from time to time The most thrilling performances were given by Rachel
Weisz and Natalie Portman Although the two women simply serve as short stories in
he main characters life they are what keep the at times drawn-out storyline interest
ng
The movies plot was quirky and simple Very few characters were introduced
in the film so few characters that most on the IMDB website are listed as Diner
recently
nnifer
nd his
end ctrum from their social life Newcom
the role in Jonah Hill-esque manner
-kick who adds poignant one-liners from tin
the beginning of the film sets up Bens
He longs for life experience that
the Fibonacci sequence The answer to all of his problems
Manager and Male Customer The Song on the soundtrack sets mel
low backdrop for the movie as the director allows viewers to step into the toned down
life of the movies subjects While My Blueberry slow at points the movie is
definitely worth seein
What Happens inVegas Stays in Vegas
By JENNIFER PACIECO
Associate Editor
Winner winner chicken dinner is exactly what card counter
blackjack table for all its got when the dealer starts repeating the p1
making return on their money From the box office results of 21 it lved in the
film will be getting multiple chicken dinners 21 takes
the true story of the M.I.T Blackjack Team and turns it
into Hollywood tale of gambling money and ultimate
excess
Based on the bestselling novel Bringing Down the
House the film fQcuses on genius M.I.T student Ben
Campbell played by Jim Sturgess of Across the
Universe who is looking to pay tuition to Harvard
Medical School After being handpicked by M.i.T pro
4fessor Micky Rosa Oscar Winning actor Kevin Spacey
for his uncanny preciseness in dealing with numbers the
team gets on their way and begins taking Las Vegas by
storm with their legal yet frowned upon card counting
playing Bens love interc
team
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South Park It Just Keeps
Getting Better
By TYLER PECKHAM
News Editor
Lately it came to attention that some ofthe best
social commentary hear comes from four foul-
mouth cartoon fourth graders dont mean social
commentary as in some guy on Fox News or CNN
telling me what is best for America just mean
critical eye other than my own actually discussing
some ofthe major issues going on today What am
referring is South Park Comedy Centrals flag-
ship cartoon that is now entering its twelfth season
on the air Even though its been on for twelve years
it seems like just yesterday was in fifth grade and
sneaking out of bed so could watch this show
everyone was talking about
One of the most impressive things about South
Park is that its creators Trey Stone and Mart Parker
have resisted the urge to use all the traditional
shows to keep it fresh They havent added what
like to call Scrappy Doo or new main char-
acter to center the show around The exception to
this could be considered Butters but he essentially
serves the same role of Kenney- to somehow be
punished by whatever else is going on in the show
and he actually can talk handy plot device
Instead South Park has used material from what-
ever is going on in America or the world to keep the
show new and interesting
Issues like the Iraq War immigration and
drugs have all been tackled numerous times by
Parker and Stone Believe it or not they are brought
up and actually discussed in relevant albeit hilar
show than talking
bot versions of
real quality pro-
each show one of
nice tidy life
of fable mixed
Have you ever thought you hear your cell phone ringing and
it turns out its actually some sort of demonized mimic flower
instead No Maybe thats because its stupid Vines Really This
is whats supposed to terrorize us these days With The Ruins
Hollywood has pretty much hit the bottom of the horror barrel
when they decide that haunted foliage sounds like the makings of
quality film
The concept behind the movie is this Four teenagers on vaca
tion in Mexico meet stranger of course who invites them to
visit secret ruins deep in the jungle who wouldnt risk possible
Malaria to see that When they get there the natives of the area
surround the ruins and refuse to let the tourists go using guns and
arrows as persuasion to stay put Why oh why wont they let us
leave wonder the stranded teens
They soon discover their captors wont let them leave because
ofthe cursed flora that covers the ruins Once you come in contact
with the vines the natives will not let you leave alive The teens
band together to plan their escape but the vicious vines foil them
every time
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Your Weekend Skip This Flick
examples will just use my absolute favorite
episode to prove my point South Parks one-hun-
dredth episode was little gem known as Im
Little Bit Country In this particular episode the
kids were assigned to do book report on whether
or not the founding fathers would support the War in
Iraq While all the other kids decide to get together
and actually do some research Cartman the fat
one believes he can activate the clichØ plot device
of the flashback to transport him back in time and
find out what they would think first hand Well
wont bog you down in the details but Cartman
eventually accomplishes this task and learns one of
the best things about being an American we can say
one thing and do the exact opposite Think about it
it makes more sense then it probably should Where
else can you donate to save starving children and eat
at McDonalds an hour later America Where can
you complain about evil corporation and then go to
Wal-Mart next time you need to pick up something
cheap America rest my case Not to mention the
episode closes with pretty impressive musical
number
South Park to me is testament to how tel-
evision show should mature Unlike other Comedy
Central staples like the Colbert Report and even
Jon Stewarts The Daily Show which seem to be
more and more full of themselves as time goes on
South Park has stuck to its guns and kept its
change gradual They have even opened up their
archive of shows to the public If you think about
the hundreds ofcharacters on that show which have
come from the minds of two people they deserve
some credit just for that In perfect world Id be
getting my social coffinientary through some high
brow conversations or reading it in my campus
newspaper- but for now Ill settle for four foul
mouthed fourth graders
Dont Ruin
By KAITLYN POT
Editor-in-Chief
Aside from the plan to scare audiences with what basica
amounts to an out-of-control houseplant the jokes in the
fall flat the characters do not particularly -- -----.-
and audiences are left to wonder
decided that she needed neither pan
movie
Not to mention that the actit
the freaky fichus attacking then
film darling ofyesterday does
character Amy Instead she
ly switching from brave to wort
Despite few wince worth ments scattered few as
between in the flick The Ruins main redeeming
atively short running time At minutes you
small portio
that 91
script- a1
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The Beaver Knights Show Iniative and Commitment to Lacrosse
By LAUREN SEII3ERT
Staff Writer
Picture fearless lacrosse-stick-wielding
band of men in scarlet jerseys advancing
across the field Now picture at the head
of that intimidating crowd the fierce head
of sophomore Stephen Choromanski mid
field team captain Welcome to the world
of the Beaver Knights Arcadias mens
lacrosse club
The Beaver Knights have leaped many
obstacles in order to wear those scarlet jer
seys Springing from the fertile mind of
Choromanski the lacrosse club took about
year to get rolling
But it has finally happened and this spring
marks the clubs first real season Though
the team has lost its first few games of the
season including the recent 14-2 loss to
Bloomsburg their spark hasnt died
good number of fans have attended their
early games showing their support by cre
ating signs that say The Beaver Dam and
recruiting individuals in beaver siits
Choromanski is our fearless leader
sophomore Mark Bauer attack proclaims
He strikes fear into the heart of anyone
that talks to him Hes the man
Choromanski said he actually thought the
club would be competing last year but
with the amount of work he had to do to
structure the club it took longer than he
expected
Why not intramural Choromanski would
nt consider it Intramural is just like
getting together in any clothes doing
whatever floats your boat Choromanski
says So he decided to go for the gold and
make the lacrosse club happen making
sure the group could actually compete
against other schools and be awarded some
funding
For the Beaver Knights hilarious moments
come from such an odd mix of players and
personalities Its the most mismatched
group of guys its gonna be funny says
Junior Kyle Mcintyre midfield
What really goes on in the world of the
Beaver Knights Beyond what McIntyre
terms the inner-team dating big
jokewe think the team also considered
getting giant inflatable beaver dam to
complete the image of the Beaver Knights
And then during halftime wed all run
into it and shout Get back to the dam
Mcintyre laughs
Team members say they picked the name
Beaver Knights to combine the new
Arcadia with the old Beaver Collegebut
then the jokes began and just kept on
snowballing
Beyond all the jokes the Beaver Knights
have found their altruistic side as well
Last semester few players participated in
the AIDS Walk in Philly this semester the
club helped teach some kids lacrosse at
youth center in Germantown
With all the team bonding what problems
face the Beaver Knights The biggest
issues have been garnering interest and
getting dedication from the players
admits Mcintyre
Because of the shortage of players the
club has had to cancel some of their
games good number of double-headers
were scheduled proving bit much for the
small group of guys As McIntyre
explained its almost physically impossi
ble to get 12 players to play two back-to-
back games in sport where you have to
have 10 people on the field at all times
In the beginning confusion abounded and
rumors circulated that Arcadia was unfair
ly against the club turning into an actual
Division III NCAA team However this
was never the case as Athletic Director
Shirley Liddle explains the school did
have its reasons
Liddle predicts that it will take about two
to three years before mens lacrosse could
realistically become Division III team
Quite few things have to be in line for the
club to enter NCAA status For one thing
the team would need facilities both locker
rooms and university-owned field with
turf The Kuch field is currently in use by
too many other sports including womens
lacrosse to survive another team the
school feels
There also has to lº enough steady student
interest to keep mns lacrosse going If
keep having 15 or more guys each year we
could turn into D3 team Choromanksi
says optimistically its like an invest
ment
Next there has to be sufficient budget and
staffing to support the program Arcadia
must provide money for the operating
budget and the coach but thats not as sim
ple as it sounds
Mens lacrosse would be the most expen
sider iether its bt
costs
The school was just hesitant at first to put
money into something that might not ever
get off the ground
They had never seen us play an official
game so how would they know we were
going to live up to expectations
McIntyre pointed out
Choromanski says that be learned that the
school doesnt want to invest in something
unless it knows people are definitely inter
ested was first told would not be able
to find enough interest in lacrosse here
he says They said there were people
before me that have failed
Liddle confirms Choromanskis statement
saying this is actually the first group that
has had enough interest enough initiative
and enough energy to make it work
Quite bit of that initiative rested on the
shoulders of Stephen Choromanski
How to describe him Hes the
Chorman said the clubs coach Dr
Lester Sdorow He wont take no for an
answer
As for their coach Dr Sdorow the team
has high respect for the man who coaches
the club for free Hes great guy says
McIntyre Hes dedicated and fully in it
Were lucky to have him because without
him we wouldnt have team
Sdorow himself played varsity lacrosse at
Wilkes College back in the era of wooden
sticks as he puts it Later he ran youth
about lacro
much of
Sdorow
doesnt
it loose
thinki
dont tense up
The small team does put up good fight
When the club played Montgomery
County Community College MCCC
team ranked 14th in the country in which
21 of the 23 players were high school all-
stars the Beaver Knights fought and lost
by 6-0 instead of much higher defecit
that was anticipated and even the MCCC
coach applauded them for good game
Choromanski has great faith in his Beaver
Knights These students on the club dont
play because of scholarships or because
they have to says Choromanski proudly
They play for fun and because they want
to be involved and meet people They play
against teams that are five times our size
They play from the heart
The Madness Ends with Kansas Victory
Who will win the game The clear
favorite is Memphis on behalf of their
record-breaking season Kansas on the
other hand has gone through the tougher
rose to get here Both teams are well
coached and very well disciplined it is
very hard to predict who will win the
At Selection Sunday many fans
either Tennesee would make the final
Lsburgh or UCLA in the
phis has had curse when reaching the
Every year they have made it to the Elite
Eight they have lost This year shocked the world to see
that they finally made it through to the Final game
Douglas-Roberts Kansas on the other hand was seen as vulnerable coming
into the tournament Of all the number one seeds Kansas
and Memphis were the ones that were suppose to lose
first And now to see these two teams in the final game
makes everyone realize that predictions are thing in the
past
There is no doubt that Memphis and Kansas both
have the talent and the heart But who will be able to go
all 40 minutes and pull of the Dream But actually it did
nt take regulation to decide the winner of this game With
the game going back and forth with leads changes occur
ring more and more as the game progressed it was uncer
tain to who would win With little over two minutes left
Memphis seemed to have had the game locked up when
they took nine-point lead However the Jayhawks did
not stand to go down in that fashion So Mario Chalmers
the captain of Kansas took the game into his own hands
hitting game tying 3-point shot with 2.1 seconds left to
bring the game into OT
In the extra minutes Kansas had total control of the
game hopping out to 6-point lead and never looking
back As Chris Douglas-Roberts missed three-pointer
Kansas let time expire to seal up their first National
Championship title since 1988 The game is now seen as
one of the best games in recent history and now Kansas
can stand tall and finally say We are the Champs and You
Cant Top Us Now
sive sport at
Arcadia acc
ing to Lidd
and the only
contact sport at
the tj
th
us
salary
exp
_1
nowbaseballis
still has to con
can support those
new
vs Mario Chalmers This years tournament has shown
many upsets and many teams that we all thought would
not make it to where they made it Davidson making it to
the Elite Eight Siena and Villanova facing off in the
Second Round and Westein Kentucky showing
Connecticut and San Diego that even 12 seed can make
it to the Sweet 16 it has been war between teams to see
who has the most heart and to see who wants to hold the
trophy at the end and be crowned the best
NCAA college basketball team in the
land
